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George Reedy talks about his days in the White House and how Johnson slid into escalating the War and
didn't know how to get out.

George Edward Reedy (August 5, 1917 – March 21, 1999) was White House Press Secretary for President
Lyndon B. Johnson from 1964 to 1965.

Born in East Chicago, Indiana, Reedy attended Senn High School in Chicago and graduated from the
University of Chicago in 1938. Reedy was a reporter for United Press in Washington, D.C. before joining
Johnson's Senate staff in 1951. He worked as an aide to Johnson during his presidential campaign in 1960,
term as vice-president, and early months as President. When Pierre Salinger resigned as press secretary in
March 1964, Reedy was named to the position.

During the escalation of the American involvement in Vietnam beginning in March 1965, press questions
over the veracity of the Johnson Administration's public assessments of the war led to charges of a so-called
credibility gap. In 1965 Reedy took a leave of absence over his disagreement with Johnson's Vietnam
policies. In 1968 he returned to the White House to work as a special assistant shortly before Johnson's
surprise announcement that he would not seek reelection. After Johnson left office, Reedy started a
supplementary newspaper serving South America and published The Twilight of the Presidency in 1970. The
book was a critical and influential look at the modern American presidency and, in particular, at the impact
that war has had on the office. While the book was not specifically critical of Johnson, the former president
was reportedly unhappy with its frank assessment of the presidency and refused to speak with Reedy ever
again. Early in his post-Watergate presidency, Gerald Ford asked his White House staff to read it.[1]

In 1972 Reedy accepted an appointment as professor and dean of the journalism school at Marquette
University. Reedy resigned as dean in 1976, but continued as Lucius W. Nieman Professor of Journalism
(1977-1990) and Professor Emeritus (1991-1996).

Reedy was married to fellow journalist Lillian Greenwald from 1948 until her death in 1984. He was married
to Ruth Wissman from 1988 until his death in Milwaukee in 1999.
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never had one's telling Johnson they should look into the camera then I couldn't get him to look anywhere
else you all right he did dude he looks oh he's only be talking to somebody and Matt's right right George you
were President Lyndon Johnson's press secretary how many years what years I was his press secretary for
about a year and a half from a 19 1964 to the middle of 1965 when I left the White House course I was
working it much longer than that then well the judge what fathers back at Marquette would appreciate that
pax vobiscum that comes spirited - okay and George you were President Lyndon Johnson's press secretary
for how long in what years I was his press secretary from a 1960 through 1964 and through about half a
1965 well that means that you were there during the time of the Gulf of Tonkin right incident and that major
escalation in the Vietnam War well in retrospect the Tonkin Resolution passed the Senate as I recall almost
unanimously am I to votes there were two votes against Wayne Morris and a man from Alaska greeny Ernest
green but today many people in the United States and informed people around the world generally feel that
that pumpkin incident either never happened where or was greatly exaggerated I think that what one must
realize is that they're looking at it in retrospect yeah I was in the White House that night there was no doubt
in any of our minds that this was a direct challenge to the United States since then of course all kinds of facts
have come to light which make it very clear that it was probably happening was a passing school of purposes
or something like that you know there's one problem with a White House and I have not seen this
commented on
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and I have not seen this commented on very much the White House the president is always forced into
making decisions at a time when the information is not and cannot be adequate the only person that was
really adequately informed that night was the skipper of the boat and he was up in the bridge where he ought
to be and not down in the cabin composing careful messages to Washington well there's an impression that
perhaps the White House wanted to believe it was not a school of porpoises though I don't think so I think
what happened is that later on when it became apparent that this was a very useful way of keeping the
United States in Vietnam I think that then the president seized upon and used it that way in other words what
I'm saying is I have no doubt whatsoever that his motives that night were quite pure but that later on he took
advantage of it to do a lot of things that should not have been done George what about the Washington
press corps did they to a man and to a woman did they accept the statement of the tonkin incident or did
they try to check the story or was there any way for them to take a way for them to check they accepted it
unquestionably and I don't blame them because for that matter everybody that I knew in the National
Security Council accepted and everybody that I knew in the Defense Department accepted the facts that
have come out since then have put quite a different light on it but there was uh there was no doubt in
anyone's mind that night as to the story and no doubt in the press corps there was no scepticism whatsoever
and how long did that continue I think that it continued for about a year but what finally really brought the
skepticism about was when Dave Weiss maybe started to make a very thorough examination otherwise
identify a de wises was then a correspondent in fact he was head of the Herald Tribune Bureau he has since
written a couple of books one called the politics of lyin and I think what starting him on the book was his
investigation of the incident in which he discovered how highly dubious it was well was it why
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highly dubious it was well was it why wasn't there an earlier investigation why wait a year to get into the
seemly what is what was the caliber off escort it wasn't question the calibre of the press car it had just never
occurred to them that there was anything to question you know one of the problems were looking at the Etna
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min retrospective and we know all kinds of things now that we didn't know them yeah one of the big things
that is that very few people realize is that the American information on Vietnam was virtually zero it was nil
Americans have a habit of looking east because most of our ancestors came from Europe and West because
of the big missionary impulse by which we used to really sustain missionaries in China but when it came to
Southeast Asia you know I was actually walking down the streets of Saigon before it suddenly occurred to
me that this is the old Indochina I didn't realize it and I said until I was walking down the streets of Saigon
well your job in the White House must have been exceedingly difficult because of your background as a
Press Association man you are identified with those people on the other side and I presume you tried to
reduce the classic adversary relationship to a minimum but was there such a relation of course there's a
there's a classic adversarial relationship what's gone back throughout our entire history though you only had
two presidents that didn't get into a kicking fighting screaming kicking match with the president one was Jerry
Ford and he wasn't elected you know he was he came to the office by appointment the others William Henry
Harrison had died one month after he took over the job every other president has fought with the press it's
built into the because they see different worlds there's no way you can reduce it and in fact I don't think you
should reduce it I get worried but we reduced well every time I think of the the job of the press secretary of
the President and sometimes feel that it might be like being a defense attorney who's defending a client who
you know is guilty ins probably as committed four or five murders no not necessarily you see
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five murders no not necessarily you see the again that's that's the press viewpoint they're the real problems
to be the kind of a press secretary that I was I understood the press and I understood the President and I
understood the fact that it's in the words of Kipling's old poem about East is East and West is West and
never the twain shall meet that is precisely the problem president sees a different world in the press sees the
president does not regard himself as lying at all I think Lyndon Johnson went to his grave an absolute
conviction that he had told the truth each time and of course he told an awful lot of whoppers I know he told
whoppers but I don't think he knew they were whoppers and this is this is one of the things that makes the
job so impossible I didn't want it if anybody ever got drafted for a job it's George Reedy when he got drafted
his press secretary I was pulled in there kicking and screaming and yelling because I had understood from
the beginning that there is such a fundamental difference between the outlook of the president and the
outlook of the press that there is no way in the world can be reconciled well you were there at a time when
the Pentagon was reporting what was going on in Vietnam to the Washington press corps at the same time
the correspondents in the field were filing their stories and as we all know there was a difference in those
reports right were you caught in the middle on that in any way yes but again not so much by the Washington
press corps because you see the difference in the reports was not quite so much a difference in the facts the
difference is primarily a difference in viewpoint if you look over all of the various reports about Vietnam and
eliminate some of the motional tones to it and eliminate some of the viewpoints what you're going to find out
is there was not too much variance on the facts themselves the variance was on how people who are looking
at the facts the to put it very simply I believe that a Tet had happened two years earlier I think the American
people would have swallowed Westmoreland concept it was a victory because one can look at Tet and say
hey this was a big American victory
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say hey this was a big American victory of course if you I think you'd have to be an idiot to look at it that way
but that's not quite what happened you're looking at it with different eyes when I buy the time and it actually
happened there had been a huge shift in the American perception of Vietnam mostly I think because we
started to put draftees down after 64 well the good you're still running yeah let me let me let me put up this
we see up to 64 no draftees were sent into the up man they're the only soldiers in Vietnam were
professionals and nobody really cares what happens to a professional soldier they figured he signed up for it
if he gets killed well he knew what he was getting into but after 64 they started to put in draftees and all of a
sudden mrs. Clancy discovered that her kid had been winged crawling around a rice paddy in a country she
had never even heard of I think that when a lot of mrs. Clancy's lost their kids there and a lot of mr.
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Schwartz's and a lot of mr. Mulligan's that all of a sudden people begin to say hey wait one little minute what
are we doing over there anyway I think one of the things that happen in the United States was an enormous
sense of betrayal because people hadn't heard of Vietnam and all of a sudden they discovered their sons
were dying they're now actually they had just as much information on Vietnam as as anybody could have
had but the difficulty with information is that information alone does not form opinion what forms opinion is
how people react to the information and they started to react differently once once unwilling draftees were
being knocked off but George did you get it if I may use a phrase did you get a belly
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I may use a phrase did you get a belly full of the Vietnam War is that why you quit your job today well wasn't
the only reason there were a number of reasons I had my belly full of being press secretary which is a which
is a losing job no matter how you look at it unless you're very egotistical it's great if you do not understand
the job you can have an awful lot of fun if you join the president besides that the press is a bunch of no-good
sob then you can enjoy it you're telling me that you were torn between your appealing for the press and the
feeling for the president I understood both of them and I realized that the trouble was that there were
irreconcilable differences you know the old philosophical conundrum what happens when the irresistible
force meets the immovable object that happens in the white house every day but I think that III know what
though it turned me in Vietnam was a perspective that I got it was not a question of the facts the facts that I
got were the same after that my change in perspective is before except I looked at them differently what
changed me in Vietnam I have done they're very heavy questioning from the press as to what was our goal
in Vietnam what was the objective and so I finally called in some very knowledgeable people from both the
Defense Department and the State Department and I said no look just what are we fighting there for I said
I've got to be fighting for something and I keep getting bombarded with questions I can't answer well they
hemmed in hard until finally one of them said mr. Reedy it's very simple we are fighting for the status quo
ante I said you're fighting for the what well status quo ante that is Latin for the situation as it existed before it
changed and all of a sudden a picture flashed through my head I kept thinking of soldiers marching down the
street the drums playing bugles blowing of banners flying on the sidewalk you have crowd yon hurray for the
status quo ante we shall die for the status quo ante well I know immediately the American people we're not
gonna fight or die for the status quo ante and that heart from me I didn't know enough about the yet Nam I'm
still very modest about what I know about Vietnam I spent three days there
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about Vietnam I spent three days there to come up with big feelings about Vietnam but I didn't know that the
American people were not going to fight and die just to make things the way they were before the fighting
started well would you say to get back to my original question that Vietnam more than anything else was the
main reason you was stepped out of that job I would think so for one thing that the president didn't trust me
at that point he was afraid that if I had too much information I'd tell the press and so what happened I found
myself being cut off more and more however I also had a horror of being the kind of sore head that I've seen
walk out of the White House and about that time I was getting some very very severe problems with my feet
they required extensive surgery I had to walk around and cast for about a year and so I just quietly slipped
out and I'm rather glad that I did because it suddenly not quietly that way I had a chance to reorganize my
thinking to get some perspectives in the White House it led to a couple of books which are now very standard
in political science courses and I don't think I could have done that if I had just charged out of the White
House yelling my head off it it said it's still a tremendous tragedy but one must realize what the tragedy is the
tragedy is that Johnson himself got sucked into this just as badly as the American people got sucked into it
he knew that it was going to hurt him he told me many times it was going to be his downfall but he didn't
know what to do didn't know what to do George who sucked him in it's not a question of who's suck you men
it's a question of the circumstances that suck him in you know nobody will ever understand Vietnam and my
judgment less you put it into context first of all you must realize that we did not have one single senior officer
in the government that had ever served a tour of duty in
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that had ever served a tour of duty in Vietnam none we knew nothing about it before World War two we had
problems in Vietnam we went through the French desk in the State Department secondly though our political
leadership at that time consisting of men like Johnson and Nixon had cut their political eyeteeth on the days
when the Republicans had torn the Democratic Party to pieces on the thesis that of that they had lost China
to the Communists I had you know was a nonsensical thesis we never had it to lose but that doesn't make
any difference the reactions in the country were terrible and I think both Johnson and for that matter Nixon
had the idea that if any more territory fell to the Communists that the United States was going to get into a
terrible upheaval but then there was another very insidious factor it was that the these men had also cut their
eyeteeth back in the days when the Truman Doctrine in Greece had worked and I think they were under the
illusion that Vietnam was like Greece they didn't realize it was a totally different culture that there was no Tito
to shut the border the only reason that the Truman Doctrine worked and that what they were trying to do
things in Vietnam that were really modeled toward a Western nation but then there's one other very very
insidious thing my most vivid memory is the day after Johnson became president and he called a meeting
and all the Kennedy people and all the Johnson people were in that meeting now I knew that Johnson
wanted to demonstrate a continuity of Kennedy policies he wanted to show the country that a crackpot with a
mail-order rifle could not kill the United States and I suddenly realized the strange air in that room he was
looking to the Kennedy people for an idea what Kennedy would have done and they were looking to him for
an idea what he wanted done now either at that meeting or a later when I have a feeling that somebody
misread a signal and the Johnson thought that Kennedy was going to continue to prosecute to the a.m. I
don't think
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prosecute to the a.m. I don't think anybody knew but but I think that's what he thought and I think that
therefore that he beefed it up a little bit without realizing that every step was a greater commitment you know
a President Lee United States is in a peculiar position he gives an order and somebody gets killed well he's
not gonna say my god those people got killed because I was a guy who they goddamn fool idiot what he's
gonna say as those men died for a cause and we got to see if they don't die in vain so he sends more men
but he comes up comes quicksand we all know that President Johnson was under tremendous pressure
because of the reports that were coming in from the correspondents in Vietnam what was his attitude toward
them I think he believed that they had been taken over by communist propaganda he he became quite
paranoid in the closing days of his administration and he saw plots everywhere in the opening days of his
administration he saw plots that were directed by Bobby Kennedy everywhere and then later on I think he
believed that there had been a communist infiltration not that he thought that these correspondents were
communists but that they had been taken into camp communist you know on the difficulties that a president
has every president does this he reads reports that are contrary to his view of the world and consequently
since he believes his view then these reports must be false they must be the result of a plot by the eastern
establishment press or the Communists or the conservative press this is a defensive mechanism that almost
any human being is going to go through but he became very defensive you you have a clear recollection of
some incident where he expressed himself in relation to the correspondents I don't have a clear recollection
of one incident because he was talking about it all the time you know it was a I mean one of his one of his
misconceptions they had told him that varies or thean or was one of the best press officers of the USA has
had that's why they'd assign into Vietnam well he thought that that meant that czar thean would be able to
sell them on the Johnson line he didn't
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sell them on the Johnson line he didn't realize that to the professional newspaperman I know what they
meant they meant that he could maintain his credibility in his integrity with him artheon is good he's awfully
good but johnson was expecting so artheon to do something that nobody could do it had been a magician to
do it George do you think do you think that the United States will ever exercise this feeling of guilt and
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confusion that we have about Vietnam oh yes a nation does not they're a bear guilt forever if one goes into
Germany today no one finds very few people who are bowed down with the weight of the guilt of the
concentration camps and I think that if one goes into the United States now and explores the pilot very
thoroughly one is going to find that the guilt is something that has felt only by the people who had some
participation in it you know after all I teach college students thousands of college students have gone under
my hands I talk to them I'm very I want to keep abreast with them they have no concept of guilt about the
ëthe name I think Vietnam and their minds isn't about the same category now as the Crusades or it's the the
idea that these things hang over for centuries it really doesn't work that way people have a remarkable
capacity to abolish from their minds anything that makes them feel guilty what was the president's attitude
towards the correspondence in Vietnam we know that he was under great pressure because of what they
wrote and reported he was mad as hell at him he thought that they'd been taken into camp by the
communists also I think he thought that there was a strange mixture here what he regarded as the eastern
establishment and the communists ganging up to prove that Lyndon Johnson was a no-good president and
he thought all of he took all of this very personally well he was reportedly and you would know about this a
great rancher and raver and if he was did he express himself strongly about
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did he express himself strongly about this like strongly he expressed himself like the mother like Vesuvius
blowing up and smothering pompeii and herculaneum Johnson was a very stormy person and when he blew
up he blew up his explosions were monumental and the Oh Lord it became that was wow that was another
reason I was so happy to get out of the White House let alone my feelings about Vietnam I just got sick and
tired of those explosions every day that the quality of reporting for Vietnam generally what did you think of it it
varied you know the the do I think that if you examine the press as an institution that it did a very poor job in
Vietnam but it's bound to because the press is an institution and wasn't prepared for Vietnam or was the
same position as the rest of our society some individuals I believe did a tremendous job I have a great deal
of respect for Charlie Moore I have a great deal of respect for Dave halberstam and there were probably
others that I simply don't know the press as a whole I don't believe that the press made much of an impact in
the United States in terms of Vietnam I have heard the thesis of television bringing it into the living room
every night changed American thinking but I don't believe it you don't think as someone said that the press
made us lose the war in Vietnam no that says that's that's nonsense in the first place you notice that the
correspondents I was talking about only had a relatively small audience how many people read Charlie the
New York Times how many people read Dave halberstam and Time magazine very very few but most of the
Americans of American people read with a wire service accounts which were very bloodless and as far as
the television bringing it into our living room you have to remember something I think that trivialized the war
to some extent you know they have a scene of blood and carnage put in between one ad with a big
argument over whether they should use a toothpaste or a gel to maintain peace and the family then you get
a scene of blood and guts and then you go into a Tampax commercial I don't think I think that the impact of
the press in Vietnam
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that the impact of the press in Vietnam has been overly exaggerated and I think what happened is that the
press changed but I think it would have changed anyway I think our whole society change I think Vietnam
was just part of the whole social process where the United States blundered into this horrible mistake
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